We are appreciate your concessions in Op on A, while s ll surprised by the Op on A2. It exceed our expecta ons too far.
Considering a few patents may be generated, we could pay for some of them one by one , with a exclusively license and sublicense/cross license, others can be le unexclusively(like Op on C).
Based on our experience in Europe (3-5 K Europe per new patent assignment), we could rise it higher. Maybe 10% of the agreement per patent. It could depend on the discussion of the details of the collabora on. Is this a proper solu on?
It truly happened that we got IP rights grant in other Universi es without an addi onal fee, and the IP was generated over the course of the collabora on. However, we made some concessions on this collabora on. This project will be our ﬁrst collabora
with Minnesota, and We will be very glad to plan a long term engagement if this collabora on work well. Hoping we could achieve the agreement both sa sﬁed.

Best Regards
Fan Bingyan
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Dear Ms. Bingyan and Dr. Yang,

Thank you for providing a summary of Huawei’s interests in sponsored research at the University of Minnesota. As we discussed last week, some of Huawei’s requests deviate
significantly from our standard terms. We are, however, willing to make concessions in order to facilitate a relationship between the University and Huawei. We are optimistic that we c
find a solution that satisfies the needs of both parties.

During our conversation, you indicated other Universities had agreed to assign their IP rights to Huawei and grant a nonexclusive royalty-free license to background P without an
additional fee. From our understanding of these situations, these terms were used in sponsored research agreements where IP was unlikely to be generated over the course of the
project.

Below you will find a response to the requests that were raised. Note that we have made concessions to our standard terms and present two sponsored research alternatives for your
consideration.

1. IP Ownership
The University will exclusively license its IP rights, but will not assign its rights. Given your interest in exclusivity and the ability to license to other companies, Option A would appear to
the most relevant option.

2. Joint Ownership
Any invention developed solely by University personnel would be owned solely by the University. If an invention is jointly conceived by the University and Huawei then the University a
Huawei would each own an undivided interest in the invention. Ownership of the invention would follow inventorship, which is defined by patent law. In other words, joint ownership in
inventions stems from patent law rather than any contractual agreement.

3. Running Royalties
The University recognizes that the commercial implementation of any IP developed during the course of the project (i.e., product containing the IP) is likely a base station. Given the
complexity of these products which also include other P the University is willing to make concessions with regard to the 1% royalty on net sales when annual sales exceed $20MM
Please see the two options below in the Alternatives section.

4 Background IP
The University is not aware of any University-owned IP that may be considered as Background IP. Specifically, the University does not consider US 14/883,044 “Channel Tracking and
Transmit Beamforming with Frugal Feedback” (inventors: Sidiropoulos, Mehanna) to be Background IP. Therefore, the University will not grant a royalty-free license to any Universityowned P created prior to or outside of this sponsored research.

5. Sublicense/Cross License Question
Under Option A, Huawei would have the right to sub-license IP arising from the project to other companies.

ALTERNATIVES TO “OPTION A”
Given Huawei’s products and the new IP likely to be generated during the sponsored project, the University is willing to make concessions to the standard 1% royalty rate on net sales
The intent of this clause it to allow the University to participate financially in the success of a product based on its IP that has significant commercial success. The standard royalty term
Option A is a 1% royalty rate on net sales, once annual sales using the IP exceeds $20MM with a cap of $5MM. We would be willing to agree to the following:

Option A1

The 1% royalty rate would be replaced by a 0.05% royalty rate on net sales, presumably on base stations or a significant component of base stations. This is based on net sales when
annual sales using the IP exceeds $20MM with a royalty cap of $5MM.

Option A2
A milestone payment of $1MM would be due on first commercial sale and there would be no royalty payments.

As you evaluate these two options, it be would be valuable to understand what Huawei’s sponsored research interests are beyond this specific project. If Huawei and the University ar
able to reach agreement on this project, does Huawei have plans for a longer term engagement with the University?

Thank you.

Best,
Eric

On Wed, May 18, 2016 at 8:01 PM, Fanbingyan <fanbingyan@

> wrote:

Dear Mr. Eric Olson and Ms. Foss：
Thanks for spending me to discuss the IP issue with us yesterday.
On the mee ng last night(Shang Hai), we gave our requirement statement. Here I list them again
1.

IPR owned by Hua Wei we know it may be diﬃcult, but

ll seeking solu ons.

2.

Jointly ownership depend on who has taken eﬀort on the results, maybe use Op on B

3.

remove 1% royal es fee on net sales in OPTION A two change can be taken, percentage change or one me fee, both depending on the IP usage and impact

Comments : the inven on arising from the research project(2 or 3 inven ons maybe) is the p of iceberg in the future product, and it’s only used in the base sta on of the communica on system. The income of the product is due to thousands
developer’s eﬀort including both intelligent and physical work, so too much assignment fee is inappropriate.
But university can s ll evaluate and give us a price, if need more speciﬁca on about the IP usage and impact, we could discuss more deeply.

4.

Royalty free license to use the background IPR separately considera on (not certain)

Comments: We use the background IPR incorporate in the deliverables, solely for the purpose of carrying out the development work or using the deliverables.

Other ques ons In Op on A ,the term “sponsor is free to sublicense / cross license”, Does this mean Huawei can license other company?

Since we did not get the le er we asked for about the alterna ve in detail, could you please write for us?
If some of the comments were wrong, Mr. Eric Olson and Ms. Foss please correct me, thanks !

Best regards,
Fan Bingyan

范冰
Fan Bingyan
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